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Forthcoming topics to be featured in Proceedings of
the Nutrition Society for 2010 (vol. 69):

February/May issues
� Dietary management of disease

(Above proceedings were presented at the
NS meeting at Queen’s University, Belfast,
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� Geographical and geological influences on
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� Postgraduate Symposium

(Above proceedings were presented at the
NS meeting at University of Surrey, Guildford,
UK, June 2009)

August/November issues
� Malnutrition matters

(Above proceedings to be presented at the
BAPEN meeting in Cardiff, UK, October 2009)

� 3rd International Immunonutrition Workshop
(Above proceedings to be presented at the
3rd International Immunonutrition Workshop in
Gerona, Spain, October 2009)

� Food supply and quality in a climate-changed
world
(Above proceedings to be presented at the
NS meeting at University of Reading, Reading,
UK, December 2009)

� The epidemiological and nutritional transition in
developing countries: accelerating progress for
nutrition in Africa
(Above proceedings were presented at the
ANEC III conference in Cairo, Egypt,
October 2008)
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(Above proceedings to be presented at the
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� Nutrition: getting the balance right in 2010
(Above proceedings to be presented at NS meeting
at University of Ulster, Coleraine on 16–18 June
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� Nutrition and health: cell to community
(Above proceedings to be presented at the
NS meeting at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh,
28 June–1 July)

For further details, see our website:
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index.php?q=node/17
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